
Pope Francis' Lenten Message

"Dear Brothers and Sisters,

Jesus revealed to his disciples the

deepest meaning of his mission when he told them of his

passion, death and

resurrection, in fulfilment of the Father’s will. He then

called the disciples

to share in this mission for the salvation of the world.

In our Lenten journey towards

Easter, let us remember the One who “humbled himself and

became obedient unto

death, even death on a cross” (Phil 2:8). During this season

of

conversion, let us renew our faith, draw from the “living

water”

of hope, and receive with open hearts the love of

God, who makes us brothers and sisters in Christ. At the

Easter vigil, we will

renew our baptismal promises and experience rebirth as

new men and women by the

working of the Holy Spirit. This Lenten journey, like the

entire pilgrimage of

the Christian life, is even now illumined by the light of the

resurrection,

which inspires the thoughts, attitudes and decisions of the

followers of

Christ."
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In memory of Sr. Roberto Bibiana Feh, Tssf.

Indeed it was a very Sad Month to the ChemChemi ya

Uzima Institute and the Aosk fraternity as a whole after

the loss of Sr. Roberto Bibiana Feh Who died on the

18/02/2021. Sr. Roberto started feeling unwell at the

beginning of the month of february and her condition

kept on detoriorating till the time of her demise at the

Mater Hospital where she had been admited for almost

three weeks. She was pursuing a Diploma in Counselling

at the ChemChemi ya Uzima Institute and at the time of

her death, she was sixty four years old. Sr. Roberto was

laid to rest on 02/24/2021.

"If we live, we live for
the lord, and if we die,
we die for the lord so,

whether we live or
die,we belong to the

lord"

The late Sr. Roberto Bibiana Feh, Tssf

Photos During the burial of the late Sr. Bibiana Feh, Tssf.

COMMUNITY SERVICE
Elswhere, On 12th of february 2021,

ChemChemi ya uzima institute held a

Community service activity where by

all the students together with the

staff came together and conducted

cleaning at the ChemChemi

environment. On this day there was

the general cleaning of the

environment where by flowers were

trimmed and the rooms were

thoroughly cleaned so as to ensure

the provision of a serene

environment for working and

learning.

Students During the Community

service activity at ChemChemi

Institute



In the month of February AOSK-JPC Carried out a series

of sensitization forums on Building bridges Initiatives

report (BBI). The implementations were carried out in

Kisumu, Homabay, Machakos, Nyahururu, Kericho and

Ngong AU. Its objective was to sensitize the communities

on the contents of BBI before they make a decision of

either supporting it or not.

Center for Justice and Peace (JPC)

Besides conducting activities on sensitization forums

about BBI, AOSK-JPC also held a three day planning

workshop at Dimesse Sisters Karen for the

AGIAMONDO project that is to be implemented in the

Catholic Diocese of Garissa. The planning workshop

objective was to agree on common intervetintion areas,

plan and agree on the expected outcome (Vision and

mission), and strategies to be used. The meeting was a

success and the team was able to meet her objective
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participants during BBI sensitization in Kisumu

AOSK-JPC members during the

planning workshop at Dimesse Sisters

Sr. Mercy Mwayi, Fsj During a presentation

 during the planning workshop

 in Dimesse Sisters



The AOSK-Sisters led youth empowerment

initiative project aims at ensuring that the

catholic sisters in Kenya Expand the provision of

quality services to disadvantaged and vulnerable

youth of 15-25 years. The project is being

implemented with 15 congregations which own 21

vocational and technical training institutions in 11

AUs across the country namely: Nairobi, Kitui,

Machakos, Mombasa, Eldoret, Meru, Murang'a,

Embu, Kisumu, Ngong and Kakamega, this project

is funded by the Hilton Foundation. Issues of

sexuality are not often adressed, neither by

parents nor in schools by teachers, despite their

significance. Teenage pregnancy and drug abuse

are also in the rise especially with the covid-19

pandemic, that saw youth out of school for a

longer period of time. the youth are struggling

with relationship issues with their parents and

friends, some even keeping friends that could

possibly lure them into drugs and substance abuse,

criminality and other vices within the society. Self

identity and self awarenes are other essential

topics that are often ignored yet very essential, the

youth ought to be talked to, if they are two grow to

responsible adults.

 

 

 

Sisters Led Youth Empowerment Initiative
(SLYI)

In the pursuance of the specific objective 3 (SO3)

of the AOSK-SLYI project, Improved community

based outreach program for the disadvantaged and

vulnerable youth, Youth forums on spiritual and

social skills were implemented in various dioceses

during the month of february 2021, including

Kisumu (St. Anthony Institute of Technology),

Kakamega (St. Jude Technical College), Kitui (

Frances Taylor vocational training centre), Eldoret

(Ancilla vocational training centre), Murang'a

(Laura Vicuna Training Centre), Ngong

(Marengoni community training college), Nairobi

(Savelberg Technical Institute) and  Meru ( Divine

Providence Girls Vocational Training)

Based on the large numbers of youth attending

and

from post-evaluation, the forums were

successful, and the youth even requested

for more of such forums. It is our assumption

that the lives of majority of the

youth who attended the forums were transformed

positively through the various

topics discussed. The AOSK-SLYI office looks

forward to implementing more youth

forums in Nairobi, Mombasa and Embu dioceses

by the end of March 2021.
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A group Photo during a Youth Forum
at St. Jude's Technical Mumias

Youth Participating During a forum at St. Anthony
Lwak.



SCORE ECD conducts institutional capacity

strengthening for the nine implementing

congregations and AOSK with a focus on

strengthening the technical capacity of sister

organizations in ECD and improving organizational

capacity and sustainability. During the month of

February, AOSK and CRS team conducted a joint

monitoring visit to 5 out of 9 congregations so as to

evaluate the progress in HOCAI (Holistic

Organizational Capacity Assesment Instrument)

action points implementation. The congregations

have implemented Most of the HOCAI gaps. They

are able to write proposals to source for funds that

will ensure sustainability, There is also improved

management of financial, human and material

resources. Congregations have also improved in

documentation and have also developed policies to

help in running the institutes smoothly. lastly,

congregations have been able to map their

stakeholders and also to network and advocate for

children issues using the available platforms.

SCORE ECD

AOSK-SCORE

and CRS team receiving a mask from a master

 trainer after HOCAI monitoring

activity

Also During the same month of february, AOSK-

SCORE ECD in collaboration with Nairobi

Metropolitan Services (NMS) department of

health reached out to communities through live

radio broadcasts which were aired twice in the

month at radio Waumini. This was an effort to

increase awareness on Covid-19. The messages

shared during the month included Violence and

children during the Covid-19 pandemic and the

Mental health During the Covid-19 Pandemic. all

the messaging was coordinated with ministries of

health and build on the ongoing messaging by

WHO, UNICEF and others. The radio sessions are

funded ny Conrad Hilton through CRS and will

air Untill June 2021.

AOSK
SCORE ECD team and NMS 

engaging listeners at radio Waumini
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Note: AOSK in Partnership With CRS 

are funded by the Hilton foundation. 



The Ongoing formation online

workshop was the second activity that was held

by the AU office. Its objective

was to promote holistic formation of women

religious for authentic witnessing

of the gospel values. The activity commenced

on the 27/02/2021 and the activity

was dedicated to the units of Kitui, Embu,

Eldoret and Nyeri. However, covid-19

challenges in the communities are being

experienced worldwide and therefore

opened this workshop for all the sisters.

From the two activities from the AU office, it

was

established that, Covid-19 pandemic is affecting

community life as it is

affecting family life. This means there is need

to strengthen and support each

not only materially but psychologically and

emotionally. Also, it was noticed

that, the fact that coronavirus can affect the

brain, this calls out for the

religious to be the more careful not to expose

themselves and their

communities. Lastly it was noted that

unfortunately we already have stigma

amongst us related to the covid-19 spread which

we need to work on and be more

caring to our sisters who are infected.

The AU office conducted two main

activities in the Month of February. The first

activity was about the Covid-19

response and it was conducted on the 24th

and 25th of

February. During this activity, an online

workshop was done for 34 sisters-run

health facilities. The objective of this activity

was to give sisters working

in sisters run health facilities the capacity to

prevent the outbreak and

slowing down the spread and the

transmission of the virus.  At the end of the

day the forum was a success

and the sisters thanked the AOSK for

providing them with an opportunity to

learn on how to handle the ongoing

pandemic of Covid-19.

AOSK UNITS
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Healthcare
providers going through covid-19 response workshop

Sisters

during ongoing formation 

workshop on 27/2/2021

Note: The AOSK-Units Project is funded by the Hilton Foundation



AOSK-CCCK (CATHOLIC CARE FOR CHILDREN IN KENYA)

If families are in distress, provide support to prevent separation of children.

If separation Occurs, see that children are re-united with families or placed in permanent like settings. 

alternative residential care is necessary, ensure care is of the highest quality and shortest duration possible

little bit of body text.     

 

Paradigm shift from Institutional care to Holistic family and community based care.

 Catholic Care for Children is a sister-led charism driven movement to ensure children grow up in safe and

loving families.

Through the International Union of superiors general, national associations of religious and other appropriate

groups, CCC is building capacity to express a charism of care for children in today's world, to reduce recourse

to institutional care and to encourage family and community based care for children. Catholic care for

children is animated by the charism of care expressed by religious women and men whose leadership and

service have often embodied the best of the christian mandate to care for those in need.

Catholic Care For Children is:

.Rooted in touchstones of the catholic faith, especially Bibilical mandates to care for children and other

vulnerable persons.

. Principals of catholic social teaching, especially those emphasizing the dignity of each person, a preferential

option of the poor, and the right of each person to participate fully in family community.

Informed by social sciences that are clear about the:

·  Importance of nurturing family bonds for holistic, healthy development across life span and risk associated

with separation from family care, especially in institutional care settings.

Aligned with the United nations convention on the rights of the child that spells out

The child's right to a family and the guidelines for alternative care of children who are separated from their

families

Grounded in these pillars, Catholic Care for children is committed to a continuum of care pertaining to the best

interest of the child:      
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Sustainable Children Rights, Protection and

Post-Institutional Care (SCRIPPIC Model) 

The social, political and economic glitches in the society subjects children to abuse and

violation of children rights to survival, development and protection. This results to the

separation of children from their families. if separation of children from their families

occur, the CCI,s rescues and offers them high quality care as well as rehabilitating them in

preparation of reintegration to their families and communities or placement in alternative

care. Charitable care institutions are also required to strengthen families and communities

for gatekeeping to prevent separation of children from Families CCIs.

The government institutions are charged with the mandate of protecting children by

ensuring that children are protected at all costs. The CCC Kenya, Zambia and Uganda

envisions using the church structures in strengthening the families, thus a call for

collaboration for all pastoral agents from the small christian communities, parishes to the

dioceses with the religious women and men at all levels within the church putting in mind

the possibility of CCC movement considering to explore into other AMECEA countries. The

Church by its own magisterium teaches the family as the basic unit of the society through

its social teachings of: The sacredness of life, human dignity, family participation and

protection. Therefore, the continous collaboration and support of all pastoral agents in the

church is paramount in everngelizing on family apostolate by strengthening the families

through creating awareness on the positive parenting, family unity and providing socio-

economic intervention mechanisms through capacity building to enhance  stable and loving

family and communities where children develop and grow.
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AOSK-Catholic  Care for Children in

Kenya drawing from its biblical pillar

“

Let children come to me” and an

invitation from Pope Francis on care

and

protection of minors and vulnerable

adults have continued to win the

hearts and

mind of its targets from young in our

different milieu.

In the past one month, CCCK has

facilitated trained TOTs drawn from

different CCIs to sensitize the

communities on importance of

vulnerable

children not being separate from their

families, but instead to be absorbed in

the families or communities. In

addition, if separation has occurred

due to

difficult circumstances like abuse and

violation of child’s rights, therefore

they are rescued and placed in

charitable care institutions in Avery

short

period as they are reintegrated back to

families and communities, or

alternative care is sought out

Training
of Christian mothers in Nairobi prison by
Sr. Mary Taabu on 20th February 2021

“As a
teacher stationed at St. Peter’s kocheki in Amukura,
my attention was brought
towards upholding the rights of children that most
people ignore but constitute
to violation of their rights.As a teacher, 
I am empower today to identify possible forms of
child violation that
might occur in a school scenario and take necessary
actions to prevent and
mitigate child violation occurrences.”

Response:

A teacher from St. Peter’s kocheki in Amukura,

after attending a forum

organized by Sr. Judith Auma, LSOSF on 10th

February 2021

“I have noted that

the centrality of this forum I have attended is on how we

the parents should be

involved in the daily growth and development of our

children, I was fascinated

to discover that there are child development stages that

exists, as I parent I

would be involved in my child growth process.”

Training of Parents and Guardians 

 on 12th February 2021 Machakos AU



In

February 2021, the CCCK Program

facilitated the 7 Trainers of Trainers

(TOTs)

for the training of communities through

sensitization forums at the grassroots .The

7 TOTs have been able to organize 14-

sensitization forum at the grassroots

level and reached 350 community members. 

In the next two months, the remaining 12

TOTs will complete their

trainings for 24 sessions targeting 600

community members.

Note: The CCCK project is funded by the

GHR foundation.

SPECIAL THANK YOU TO OUR PARTNERS
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Follow us On:

Facebook @ Aosk Aosk

You Tube @ Aosk Secretariat

Web @ www.aoskenya.org

Tell: +254723577021, 0708663399

AOSK is grateful for your continued support of our mission. Together we are

making a Difference!

AGIAMONDO

END

Document Compiled By 

Victor Emoja, AOSK Communication

officer 


